Our previous exploration of the E P D g -geometry has shown that the field is promising. Namely, the E P D g -approach is amenable to development of novel trends in relativistic and metric differential geometry and can particularly be effective in context of the Finslerian or Minkowskian Geometries. The main point of the present paper is the tenet that the E P D g -space-associated one-vector Finslerian metric function admits in quite a natural way an attractive two-vector extension, thereby giving rise to angle and scalar product. The underlying idea is to derive the angular measure from the solutions to the geodesic equation, which prove to be obtainable in an explicit simple form. The respective investigation is presented in Part I. Part II serves as an extended Addendum enclosing the material which is primary for the E P D g -space. The Finsleroid, instead of the unit sphere, is taken now as carrier proper of the spherical image. The indicatrix is, of course, our primary tool.
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INTRODUCTION
Various known attempts to introduce the concept of angle in the Minkowskian or Finslerian spaces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were steadily encountered with drawback positions: "Therefore no particular angular measure can be entirely natural in Minkowski geometry. This is evidenced by the innumerable attempts to define such a measure, none of which found general acceptance". (Busemann [2] , p. 279.) "Unfortunately, there exists a number of distinct invariants in a Minkowskian space all of which reduce to the same classical euclidean invariant if the Minkowskian space degenerates into a euclidean space. Consequently, distinct definitions of the trigonometric functions and of angles have appeared in the literature concerning Minkowskian and Finsler spaces". (Rund [3] , p. 26)
The fact that the attempts have never been unambiguous seems to be due to a lack of the proper tools. The opinion was taken for granted that the angle ought to be defined or constructed in terms of the basic Finslerian metric tensor (and whence ought to be explicated from the initial Finslerian metric function). Let us doubt the opinion from the very beginning. Instead, we would like to raise alternatively the tenet that the angle is a concomitant of the geodesics (and not of the metric proper). The angle is determined by two vectors (instead of one vector in case of the length) and actually implies using a due extension of the Finslerian metric function to a two-vector metric function (the scalar product). Below, we apply this tenet to study the E P D g -spaces [9] [10] [11] [12] in which certainly one needs to use not only length but also angle and scalar product. Accordingly, in Part I, we first deal with the geodesic equation (Sec. 1.1). Remarkably, the equation admits a simple and explicit general solution. After that, the angle between two vectors is explicated. It is commonly expected that the angular measure should be additive for angles with the same vertex. Remarkably, the angle found is a factor of the euclidean angle and, therefore, is additive. The Cosine Theorem remains valid if the euclidean angle is replaced by the angle found. The respective scalar product is obtained.
In Sec. 1.2, we introduce the associated two-vector metric tensor and demonstrate that at the equality of vectors the tensor reduces exactly to the one-vector Finslerian metric tensor of the E P D g -space. The concomitant two-vector metric tensor is given by the components (2.2). The orthonormal frame thereto is also found in a lucid explicit form. After that, in Sec. 1.3, the possibility of converting the theory into the co-approach is presented, and in Sec. 1.4 the E P D g -extension of the parallelogram law of vector addition is derived; it occurs possible to find the sum vector and the difference vector in a nearest approximation. Part I ends with Sec. 1.5 in which we return the treatment from the auxiliary quasi-euclidean framework to the primary E P D g -approach. Part II reviews the fundamental ingredients of the E P D g -space in great detail.
PART I:
E P D g -SPACE GEODESICS, ANGLE, SCALAR PRODUCT 1.1. Derivation of geodesics and angle in associated quasi-euclidean space For the space under study, the geodesics should be obtained as solutions to the equation
which coefficients C p q r are given by the list placed the end of Sec. 2.2 of Part II. To avoid complications of calculations involved, it proves convenient to transfer the consideration in the quasi-euclidean approach (see Sec. 2.3 of Part II). Accordingly, we put
where µ p (g; t r ) and µ p q (g; t r ) are the coefficients given, respectively by Eqs. (3.14) and (3.38)-(3.40) of Part II. Let a curve C: t p = t p (s) be given in the quasi-euclidean space, with the arc-length parameter s along the curve being defined by the help of the differential
where n pq (g; t) is the associated quasi-euclidean metric tensor given by Eq. (3.49) in Part II. Respectively, the tangent vectors
to the curve are unit, in the sense that
Here, S 2 (t) = n pq (g; t)t p t q = r pq t p t q (see Eq. (3.46) in Part II). Using Eq. (4.16) of Part II leads through well-known arguments (see, e.g., [13] [14] ) to the following equation of geodesics in the quasi-euclidean space:
where The equality (1.18) suggests the idea to introduce
Such an angle is obviously additive:
With the angle (1.19), we ought to propose DEFINITION. Given two vectors t 1 and t 2 , we say that the vectors are
Since the vanishing (1.23) implies
in view of 1.20) we ought to conclude that Thus we have arrived at the following substantive items:
The identification
yields another lucid representation
The consideration can be completed by
THEOREM.
A general solution to the geodesic equation (1.11) can explicitly be found as follows:
(1.37)
The euclidean limit proper is 
in which the representation (1.35) should be inserted. The right-hand part here is such that
from which observation the useful equality
ensues. For the vectors
we can obtain the simple representations
where the convenient vectors
have been introduced. It can readily be verified that
and 
For the products of the vectors (1.35) and (1.36) we obtain
The following limit
is important to note.
The two-vector metric tensor and frame in quasi-euclidean space
Now we are able to introduce the quasi-euclidean two-vector metric tensor n(g; t 1 , t 2 ) by the components
Straightforward calculations (on the basis of (1.32) and (1.19)) show that
where
and
For the determinant of the tensor (2.2) we find simply
Owing to (1.43), we can establish the following fundamental identification:
where n pq (g; t) is the quasi-euclidean metric tensor (see (3.49) in Part II).
Differentiating (2.2) results in
and we used the relations:
∂α ∂t
, 
the fundamental consequence
is obtained. The expansion with respect to an appropriate orthonormal frame f R p (g; t 1 , t 2 ) can be found to read
or finally,
Contracting the frame by vectors yields
(2.23)
Covariant version
It proves possible to convert the approach into the co-version by introducing the co-vectors
Using (2.2), we get
3)
The equality
holds. Also, lim
The metric tensor (2.1)-(2.2) is obtainable from these vectors as follows:
The respective products are found to be
together with
Using these formulas in calculating the co-representation
for the angle (1.18) yields the following implicit equation:
.
(3.14) The respective co-version of the scalar product (1.30) reads
Taking into account (3.9), this function can be written merely as
Thus we find
Similarly to (1.38)-(1.40), the identities
hold. By the help of (3.20)-(3.21), and in close similarity to (3.6), the co-version
of the two-vector metric tensor (2.2) can be arrived at.
E P D g -parallelogram law
Let t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 be three vectors issued from the same origin O, subject to the conditions that the angle between t 1 and t 2 is acute and the vector t 3 is positioned
, X 2 , and X 3 , respectively. On joining the points X 1 and X 3 , and also X 2 and X 3 , by E P D g -geodesics, we get a tetragonal figure, to be denoted as P 4 . Using Eqs. (1.14), (1.15), and (1.27), we can set forth the following couple of two equations:
(t 2 t 2 ) = (t 1
which can also be rewritten in the convenient form
In (4.1), the left-hand part is the squared length of the straight side OX 2 and the right-hand side is the squared length of the geodesic side X 1 X 3 . According to (4.2), the lengths of OX 1 and X 2 X 3 are equal. Under these conditions, the figure P 4 does attribute the general property of the euclidean parallelogram that the lengths of opposite sides are equal. In this vein, we introduce the following DEFINITION. Subject to the equations (4.1) and (4.2), the tetragonal figure P 4 is called the E P D g -parallelogram, and the vector t 3 is called the E P D g -sum vector:
(4.5)
NOTE. The qualitative distinction here from euclidean patterns is that the sides X 1 X 3 and X 3 X 2 of the P 4 are curved lines in general, namely geodesic arcs, which generally cease to be straight under the E and
Under these conditions, on inserting (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.3), we find
Therefore we obtain
Similarly, from (4.4) it follows that
where u(t 1 , t 2 ) is the function (2.8).
If we use now the symmetrized expansion we just deduce the approximate solution
Alternatively, the solution t 2 = t 2 (t 1 , t 3 ) to the set of equations (4.1)-(4.2) can naturally be treated as the E P D g -difference of vectors t 3 and t 1 :
(4.17)
Again, restricting ourselves to the approximation, from (4.1)-(4.2) we obtain
Here it is useful to note that The problem of finding the sum vector t 1 ⊕ t 2 and the difference vector t 3 ⊖ t 2 in general exact forms is open and seems to be difficult. 
Return to initial E
we can find explicitly the representation
and s pq (g; R, S) = K(g; S) ∂s p (g; R, S) ∂S q with W (g; R, S) = B(g; R)B(g; S) − A(g; R)A(g; S) + h 2 r be R b S e 2 and M p (g; R, S) = B(g; R) B(g; R) B(g; S)
1
B(g; R) B(g; S) .
The latter vector has the components
which can be simplified to get
The identity
holds. The symmetry Particularly, from (5.2) it directly ensues that the angle value α of a vector R with the R N -axis is equal to
and with respect to the {R}-plane is equal to
B(g; R) ; (5.14)
here, B, L, and A are respectively the functions (2.30), (2.36), and (2.39) of Part II.
PART II:
Below Sec. 2.2 presents the notation and the conventions for the space E P D g and introduces necessary initial concepts and definitions. The space E P D g is constructed by assuming an axial symmetry and, therefore, the space incorporates a single preferred direction, which we shall often refer as the Z-axis. The abbreviations FMF and FMT will be used for the Finslerian metric function and the Finslerian metric tensor, respectively.
A characteristic parameter g may take on the values between −2 and 2; at g = 0 the space E P D g is reduced to become an ordinary euclidean one. After preliminary introducing a characteristic quadratic form B, which is distinct from the euclidean sum of squares by occurrence of a mixed term (see Eq. (2.22)), we define the FMF K for the space E P D g by the help of the formulae (2.30)-(2.33) . A characteristic feature of the formulae is the occurence of the function " arctan ". Next, we calculate basic tensor quantities of the space. There appears a remarkable phenomenon, which essentially simplify all the constructions, that the associated Cartan tensor proves to be of a simple algebraic structure (see Eqs. (2.66)-(2.67)). In particular, the phenomenon gives rise to a conclusion that the indicatrix (the extension of the sphere) of the space E P D g is a space of constant curvature. The value of the curvature depends on the parameter g according to the law (2.73).
Sec. 2.3 introduces the idea of quasi-euclidean map for the E P D g -space. The idea is fruitful in that the quasi-euclidean space is simple in many aspects, so that the relevant transformation makes reduce various calculations. Last Sec. 2.4 offers nearest interesting properties of the quasi-euclidean metric tensor.
Initial items
Suppose we are given an N-dimensional vector space V N . Denote by R the vectors constituting the space, so that R ∈ V N . Any given vector R assigns a particular direction in V N . Let us fix a member R (N ) ∈ V N , introduce the straightline e N oriented along the vector R (N ) , and use this e N to serve as a R N -coordinate axis in V N . In this way we get the topological product
together with the separation
For convenience, we shall frequently use the notation
Also, we introduce a euclidean metric
With respect to an admissible coordinate basis {e a } in V N −1 , we obtain the coordinate representations
together with 
where w ∈ (−∞, ∞), (2.10) are convenient whenever Z = 0. Sometimes we shall mention the associated metric tensor
meaningful over the whole vector space V N . Given a parameter g subject to the inequality
we introduce the convenient notation
14)
15)
17)
The characteristic quadratic form
is of the negative discriminant, namely The identity
can readily be verified. In the limit g → 0, the definition (2.22) degenerates to the quadratic form of the input metric tensor (2.11):
This FMF has been normalized to show the handy properties We also have
It is often convenient to use the indicator of sign ǫ Z for the argument Z:
Under these conditions, we call the considered space the E P D g -space:
The right-hand part of the definition (2.30) can be considered to be a functionK of the arguments {g; q, Z}, such thatK (g; q, Z) = K(g; R).
(2.45)
We observe thatK (g; q, −Z) =K(g; q, Z), unless g = 0.
(2.46)
Instead, the functionK shows the property of gZ-parity
The (N − 1)-space reflection invariance holds true
It is frequently convenient to rewrite the representation (2.30) in the form We have j(g; w) = J(g; 1, w).
Using (2.25) and (2.31)-(2.35), we obtain
52)
where the prime ( ′ ) denotes the differentiation with respect to w.
Sometimes it is convenient to use the function E(g; w)
The simple results for these derivatives reduce the task of computing the components of the associated FMT to an easy exercise, indeed:
∂R q :
60)
(2.61)
The reciprocal tensor components are The associated angular metric tensor
proves to be given by the components
which entails det(h ab ) = det(g pq ) 1 V 2 . The use of the components of the Cartan tensor (given explicitly in the end of the present section) leads, after rather tedious straightforward calculations, to the following simple and remarkable result. 
By the help of (2.65), elucidating the structure of the curvature tensor
results in the simple representation We call this particular hypersurface the Finsleroid, to be denoted as F P D g . Recalling the known formula R = 1 + S * for the indicatrix curvature (see [5] ), from (2.71) we conclude that
Geometrically, the fact that the quantity (2.70) is independent of vectors R means that the indicatrix curvature is constant. Therefore, we have arrived at 
Last, we write down the explicit components of the relevant Cartan tensor
The components have been calculated by the help of the formulae (2.50)-(2.53).
The use of the contractions
is handy in many calculations. Also,
Quasi-euclidean map of Finsleroid
It is possible to indicate the diffeomorphism
is the input euclidean metric function (see (2.11) ). The diffeomorphism (3.1) can always be extended to get the diffeomorphic map
of the whole vector space V N by means of the homogeneity:
To this end it is sufficient to take merely
The identity (2.57) suggests to take the map
by means of the componentsR p = σ p (g; R) (3.10)
where J(g; R) and A(g; R) are the functions (2.31) and (2.39). Indeed, inserting (3.11) in (3.3) and taking into account Eqs. (2.30) and (2.57), we get the identity
which is tantamount to the implied relation (3.8). Therefore, we may also call the operation (3.1) the quasi-euclidean map of Finsleroid. The inverse
of the transformation (3.9)-(3.11) can be presented by the components The identity
can readily be verified. Notice that
which ranges over
We have
and also The right-hand parts in (3.11) are homogeneous functions of degree 1:
Therefore, the identity σ Notice that
Eq. (5.47) obviously entails g pq = n rs (g; t)σ is an extension of the euclidean space {V N ; r pq } to the case g = 0.
The transformation (3.47) can be inverted to read 
